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REF. ; ONGC/KSI 15

DATE.

The ED, MH Asset,
ONGC, WOU,
Vasudhara Bhavan,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai.
Sub.

:

30.ot 20t4

{c

To,

*,,,,

.

Allotting accommodation (Two Rooms) in MLQ to Reservoir personal
along with one personnel computer (PC) having net facility.

Respected Sir,

Please

find enclosed a copy of a letter from our Secretary, "

Offshore
Reservoir" explaining the above needs in complete details, for your perusal, as
the needs sighted for accommodation (Two Rooms) and a PC is in the interest

of the organization and is available too in MLQ, it is earnestly requested that
the same may please be extended for the eight persons (two field parties)
Reservoir crew, posted in MNW.
king you,

faithfully,

9r
tv

kar)
General Secretary

I

Copy to:
U5rr\rr.-

1. Surface Manager,

MH Asset, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E),

--2. LM, RFS, Vasudhara Bhavan, Bandra (E), Mumbai. :-:",
\g,j-'
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3. cM, HR (tR), oNGc, wou,

NSE, BKc, Bandra (E), Mumbai.

Mumbai.

'Y'n

to,
Asset Manager,

Mumbai High Asset
Vasudhara Bhavan,

Ba

ndra, Mumbai

sub: Request for allotment of rooms in MLe for Reservoir operation in Mumbai High North field.
Sir,

It is stated that One Reservoir Party (4 persons) is accommodated at MNW and carrying operation at
Mumbai High North Field. Our unmanned sortie schedule starts early from 7 am. We need to watk
around 20 minutes to reach the MLQ platform as the chopper operates from there. Most of our
Reservoir staffs are above the age of 50 years. We need to carry our tools, bags, water can every
oay
from MNW platform to MLQ platform. The distance troubles our peoples as in some instances tne
program is announced in very short notice. The paging announcements are not clearly
audible in the
rooms of MNW.

two parties (8 persons) were operating from WIN Platform for Reservoir Operation in the
Mumbai High North Field, but due to space constrain in wlN platform only one party was allowed
to
Earlier

operate froln there, hence with consultation and instruction from base one party was relocated to
MHN
platform
We've got the information that there are some rooms are not occupied or partially occupied
in MLe

Platform. Almost

all unmanned going

personals i.e.

we

head, Wire line, pipeline are being
accommodated at MLQ for the sake of convenience. They have also been allotted offices in MLe.
For our smooth operation we may be allotted accommodation in MLe and as we
have to send Well data

of Reservoir studies and

DpRs

to office

regularly, hence we are arso in need of a regular Net/LAN
connection which is not available at MNW and a safe custody/locker to keep our tools and
accessories.

It may be mentioned that in SHe, WIN and Heera platform these facilities are being provided in
the
rooms occupied by reservoir parties, which are also being treated as office.

/'P+(go-t'st"Jy)
Reservoir Off shore S-ecretarv
KarmachariSangathana

Copy to:

1. LM, RFS, 534-Vasuda ra Bhavan, Mumbai
2. Karmachari Sangathana, 4'h Floor, Vasudhara Bhavan. Mumbai
3. ASTO. Mumbai

